
PA LIKE A PRO

DRINKING OUT OF
A FIRE HYDRANT:
 

HOW TO STUDY EFFECTIVELY IN
PA SCHOOL
Savanna Perry, PA-C - The PA Platform



Seems exaggerated. 
It is, but it isn't. 

Tons of information. Really fast.



KEEP IN MIND

Study for the
PANCE from day 1.



You might
fail.

FIRST SEMESTER

C on first Anatomy test (barely)
Failed first pharmacology test (barely)



Learning Style
OLD METHODS MIGHT NOT WORK.

VARK
LEARNING

TEST

Gain insights to
study better

VISUAL

Diagrams, charts,
designs, NOT

words

AURAL

Lectures, group
discussion,

speaking, talking

READ/WRITE

Words,
Powerpoints, 

lists 

KINESTHETIC

Simulation, video,
demonstration,
case studies,

practice



Multiple times
in multiple
ways
@MASAA98

Be choosy about what resources you use, but
go for a multimodal approach to make sure
you're seeing that information in different
ways.



Study Techniques

Re-listen, write things out, review
the day's material and repeat in 24
hours

REPETITION

Talk through concepts, quiz each
other, teach each other

GROUP STUDY

Take breaks! Set a timer for study
time vs rest time and take away
distractions

POMODORO

Practice questions, create charts
with highlights, teach someone
else

APPLICATION



Tips SWITCH IT UP
Recognize when a study method isn't
effective, and try something new.

ASK FOR HELP
Classmates, advisors, faculty, friends,
family, internet

STICK TO WHAT WORKS
Once you do find a resource or method,
use it until it doesn't work.



Don't sacrifice yourself!

SLEEP

Keep a regular bedtime. Will
studying another 2 hours to
sacrifice really impact your

grade?

EAT WELL

Choose healthy foods, and
take breaks for meals. Your

brain needs fuel!

EXERCISE

Get up and active. Sitting in a
classroom and studying all

day can be exhausting. Wake
up your muscles!



How I Studied

NOTE TAKING

Staying engaged in
lecture by taking

notes on important
points and pearls

STUDY GUIDES

Putting notes into
study guide form
and sharing with
my classmates

REVIEW PANCE
RESOURCES

Make sure I was
focusing on the
most important

topics

APPLICATION

Practice questions
with explanations

and discussing with
others







WHITE BOARDS

A time proven 
crowd favorite



Favorite Resources
CROWDSOURCED ON INSTAGRAM

PANCE Prep
Pearls

Rosh Review,
Lange

Picmonic,
Osmosis,

SketchyPharm

PACKRAT, 
Quizlet



Always here to
help!
@THEPAPLATFORM

SAVANNA@THEPAPLATFORM.COM


